Beer powered Field Day generator?
Pictured on my living room floor is a Type-65 Chinese military hand cranked generator, noted as one
of the most efficient hand generators ever made.
Originally designed to run Red Chinese HF tube radio gear of the 1960's era, it produced 430 volts
B+ for the tube plates, and 6.3 volts for the filaments. Pictured here with huge 2 Farad capacitor in
parallel, to even out power while cranking. Black cable goes to compact 26 watt fluorescent lamp test
load above (as bright as a 100 watt incandescent). The voltmeter has been modified (see 3 position
toggle switch) to read 0-10V, 0-20V, & 0-10A respectively. Scale is radium painted, intended
for nighttime operations. I modified the low voltage winding by removing the half wave rectification,
and replacing with full wave bridges tapping all three phases of the alternator. Tore it apart
completely, and removed gobs of 40 year old gunk, then re-lubed all the gears and bearings. I was
able to push it to 84 watts briefly while charging a 12V battery, but more comfortable under 50 watts if
you are turning the crank for more than a minute. Can also connect it directly to a cheap inverter to
make 120VAC, and run many small household appliances. As shown, I had to grind off paint from a
multitude of screws to gain access to various components during the mod. The whole thing folds up
to make a neat back pack, complete with leather shoulder straps.

A standard 120 volt, 60 watt light-bulb fed by inverter in front of gen-set. Large 2 Farad capacitor sits on the floor.
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